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Amazon ? 
     Amazon launched in 1995 and only sold books. Jeff Bezos had a vision from the 
very start for e commerce domination. He knew that books were just the beginning of 
his vision of selling everything. Bezos at first wanted to name the company “Cadabra” 
his lawyer convinced him it was to close to cadaver and might make for miscommuni-
cation. He also liked “Relentless” and finally settled on Amazon, named after the larg-
est river in the world. The servers they used in his garage used up so much of the 
household power they could not run a hair dryer or vacuum as long as they were on. 
In the first month after launch they had already sold books in 50 states and 45 differ-
ent countries. Book distributors would require the purchase of 10 books minimum, 
that would have bankrupted the small company. They figured out they could order 10 take delivery of one. Their early meeting 
were at Barnes and Nobel. Clearly there is a bunch of irony here. Meeting at a retailer they later went on to dominate. Bezos 
met with Barnes and Nobel execs in 1996 to hatch a deal. The execs stated they were going to start a web site soon and crush 
Amazon. Bezos is a demanding boss early employees were expected to work minimum of 60 hour weeks. Their first crazy 
Christmas season was 1998 everyone worked grave yard shifts and sleep in cars. Bezos learned to hire many seasonal workers 
for these busy times. He tried to imitate e-bay but the idea flopped. When new catagories were added the fulfillment centers 
were not always prepared. Kitchen items were added and kitchen knives went hurdling down conveyor belts with no protective 
packaging. Bezos makes sure all customer complaints are handled, and that all layers of management are involved with a fix to 
prevent repeat. In 2002 he came up with the concept of 10 person teams, in Bezos mind the perfect number for organic com-
munication. The teams would set goals and Bezos would track progress toward the goals. Not an easy boss Bezos took leader-
ship lessons to help him tone it down. The Kindle name was chosen because it evokes starting a fire.  
     Bezos ideas and demanding leadership, and his team concept has paid off. Now some 23 years later, Amazon dominates the 
online retail market. In the U.S. Amazon was responsible for 44% of all on line retail sales in the U.S. last year, or 4% of retail 
sales nationwide. On November 26, customers ordered 26.5 million items worldwide from Amazon. It’s about 426 items per 
second at peak times. It is estimated there are over 100 million Amazon Prime members around the world. Amazon has 3 busi-
nesses Bezos names as most important, Amazon B-2B (business to business) Amazon Prime, and Amazon Web Services.  
     Bezos is not through dominating. Over the years he and his company have made 15 acquisitions of close to 20 billion dol-
lars. Frobes lists him as the worlds 3rd richest person.  
     And there’s more, with Amazons recent acquisition of Whole Foods they are now experimenting with 2 hour or less home 
grocery deliveries in part of Texas, Ohio and Virginia. Wall Mart is not asleep and they are going after online retailing in a big 
way with the acquisition of Jet.com They expect their on-line retail to grow 40% this year. Online retailing of boxed foods 
makes sense. No one has been able to make perishable item delivery really work in a big way, and for my money, the jury is 
still out. Amazon’s food service may never get the volume it needs to really make money. Bezos is famous for investing and 
pouring money into a business until Amazon dominates. Food is just complicated especially perishables. Millennials may be 
content with what gets picked out for them and delivered. Unless I can see produce, meat, cheese and bread I am going to pur-
chase I’m not buying. Who knows, maybe one day a video feed will let you pick out exactly which cut of meat, loaf of bread 
etc.  
     And there is a bonus, Jeff Bezos thinks the most important business he is working on is Blue Origin. Blue Origin is devel-
oping a space launch vehicle. It launches vertically and lands the same way. He want all heavy industry to move to space and 
transform earth into a peaceful beautiful residential place. Blue Origin is working on a rocket motor which will be used to send 
astronauts into space by NASA. He hopes to sell a lot of motors and make money 
and dominate the rocket launch motor business.  
     What is covered in this piece is just the tip of the iceberg amazon is into almost 
everything. 
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2018 Market Results 
S&P 500                      -.06%  
NASDAQ Composite   +2.8% 
Dow Industrials            -1.3%  
Russell 2000                 +.5% 
Dow Global                  -1.1% 
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